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ABSTRACT

Otolaryngology and ophthalmology have a long and congenial professional relationship in the development of their mutual specialties over many years. In the early years they were one professional society, but later split into their separate specialties. Some problems involve both specialties because of the shared common anatomic areas. These problems include: orbital complications of sinusitis, management of exophthalmus, silent sinus syndrome, lacrimal apparatus problems, tumor and trauma problems, optic nerve decompression, and complications of endoscopic sinus surgery. Both specialties have their own expertise to contribute to these common problems. In many cases it is in the best interest of the patient if both specialties consult and contribute their knowledge, experience, and techniques in these cases. Otolaryngologists and ophthalmologists continue their long and mutually respected professional relationship.
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INTRODUCTION

Being an adjacent structure of the ENT region, involvement of the orbit and thereof ophthalmological manifestations are fairly common in the practice of Otorhinolaryngology. Orbital complications may arise from infections of “Dangerous area” of face, direct extension of the pathology of nose, paranasal sinuses and nasopharynx into the orbit, involvement of the nerves supplying the orbit and adnexa or deposition of retro orbital fat as in exophthalmic goiter. Although the incidence of orbital complications of inflammatory sinonasal diseases have decreased in recent times due to advent of potent wide spectrum antibiotics, infection of nasal vestibule causing preseptal orbital cellulitis still remains a very prevalent problem. Orbital cellulitis, on the other hand is an emergency condition. It is important to diagnose the condition early and to manage aggressively. Usually hard to fix orbital cellulitis because recently treatment and may cause visual impairment whenever left untreated in light of optic nerve pressure. Both orbital sore and enormous sinus thrombosis may prompt intracranial spread of contamination, for example, meningitis or cerebral ulcer with high grimness and conceivable mortality. The genuine danger of inconveniences in such cases was seen by Hodges et al. who contemplated the result of orbital cellulitis in a creating nation. They found a high rate of entanglements, 52% visually impaired on confirmation, with no enhancement after treatment and a mortality of 4% in view of huge sinus thrombosis. These outcomes demonstrated the deferral in accepting treatment in this populace. Orbital curse due to sinonasal and nasopharyngeal masses are additionally on the ascent.

Scarce any anatomical ramifications are important in this regard. Firstly, because of nearness of ethmoidal maze to the circle isolated just by paper-thin lamina papyracea which goes about as a poor hindrance to the spread of sinus infections to the circle. Also veins from the circle, nose and paranasal sinuses and connecting facial areas deplete to enormous sinus either straightforwardly or by implication through valveless correspondences. Thirdly the orbital septum is a thin film that starts from the orbital periosteum and supplements into the front surfaces of the tarsal plates of the eyelids. The septum isolates the shallow eyelid from the more profound orbital structures, and it frames an obstruction that keeps contamination in the eyelid from reaching out into the circle. Preseptal cellulitis contrasts from orbital cellulitis in that it is limited to the delicate tissues that are front to the orbital septum. Gaps and foramina of the hard circle are likewise regular pathways for spread of pathology of nose, PNS and nasopharynx to circle.
Manipulation of the larynx is used to generate a source sound with a particular fundamental frequency, or pitch. This source sound is altered as it travels through the vocal tract, configured differently based on the position of the tongue, lips, mouth, and pharynx. The way toward modifying a source sound as it goes through the channel of the vocal tract makes the a wide range of vowel and consonant hints of the world's dialects and also tone, certain acknowledge of pressure and different sorts of phonetic prosody. The larynx likewise has a comparative capacity to the lungs in making weight contrasts required for sound generation; a contracted larynx can be raised or brought down influencing the volume of the oral cavity as essential in glottalic consonants.

The vocal folds can be held near one another (by adducting the arytenoid ligaments) with the goal that they vibrate (see phonation). The muscles joined to the arytenoid ligaments control the level of opening. Vocal overlap length and pressure can be controlled by shaking the thyroid ligament forward and in reverse on the cricoid ligament (either specifically by getting the cricothyroids or by implication by changing the vertical position of the larynx), by controlling the strain of the muscles inside the vocal folds, and by advancing the arytenoids or in reverse. This causes the pitch delivered amid phonation to rise or fall. In many guys the vocal folds are longer and with a more prominent mass than most females' vocal folds, delivering a lower pitch.

The vocal mechanical assembly comprises of two sets of mucosal folds. These folds are false vocal folds (vestibular overlap) and genuine vocal (folds). The false vocal folds are secured by respiratory epithelium, while the genuine vocal folds are secured by stratified squamous epithelium. The false vocal folds are not in charge of sound generation, but instead for reverberation. The special cases to this are found in Tibetan Chant and Kargyraa, a style of Tuvan throat singing. Both make utilization of the false vocal folds to make an undercurrent. These false vocal folds don't contain muscle, while the genuine vocal folds do have skeletal muscle.

The most imperative job of the larynx is its ensuring capacity; the counteractive action of outside items from entering the lungs by hacking and other reflexive activities. A hack is started by a profound inward breath through the vocal folds, trailed by the height of the larynx and the tight adduction (shutting) of the vocal folds. The constrained lapse that pursues, helped by tissue draw back and the muscles of termination, blows the vocal overlap separated, and the high weight ousts the aggravating article out of the throat. Throat clearing is less vicious than hacking, however is a comparative expanded respiratory exertion countered by the fixing of the laryngeal musculature. Both hacking and throat clearing are unsurprising and essential activities since they clear the respiratory way, yet both place the vocal creases under noteworthy strain.[8]

Another imperative job of the larynx is stomach obsession, a sort of Valsalva move in which the lungs are dispatched with air with the end goal to harden the thorax so powers connected for lifting can be made an interpretation of down to the legs.
This is accomplished by a profound inward breath pursued by the adduction of the vocal folds. Snorting while at the same time lifting overwhelming items is the consequence of some air getting away through the adducted vocal folds prepared for phonation. [8]

Ophthalmology is a part of medicine and medical procedure (the two strategies are utilized) that bargains with the life systems, physiology and ailments of the eyeball and circle. An ophthalmologist is a pro in medicinal and careful eye illness. Their accreditations incorporate a doctorate qualification in drug, trailed by an extra four years of Ophthalmology residency preparing. They might possibly get residency preparing in inner drug, pediatrics, or general medical procedure before the ophthalmology residency. Extra preparing might be looked for through cooperation in a specific claim to fame of eye pathology. Ophthalmologists are permitted to therapeutically treat eye illness, actualize laser treatment, and perform medical procedure when required. Ophthalmologists may take an interest in scholarly research on the conclusion and treatment for eye issue.

**Difference between an ENT and an EENT**

Patients are sometimes confused as to which medical doctor to approach when they have eye, ear, nose or throat problems. There are just so many different types of doctors that make choice difficult to patients. Exclusively eye-confined problems Solely eye-restricted issues could without much of a stretch be alluded to an ophthalmologist or optometrist yet when numerous other adjoining organs like the ear, nose or throat are included, it might be a great opportunity to see an ENT or an EENT. Is there extremely a contrast between an ENT and an EENT authority? One is sure, nonetheless, that an EENT covers more organs of the abdominal area in light of the fact that EENT remains for Eye, Ear, Nose, and Throat. ENT, then again, remains for Ear, Nose and Throat. Be that as it may, for what reason is there a distinction in the acronym utilized by specialists as their specialization. Is there a major distinction with eye as the main organ not secured by an ENT authority in his conclusion and treatment of issues distressing the head and neck territories? Initially, those specialists who spend significant time in the head and neck zones are EENTs. Quite a while back, be that as it may, as the eye is in itself a confused organ, medicinal authorities practice on its treatment. Ophthalmology or the part of drug which manages the illnesses and medical procedure of the visual pathways, including the eye, hairs, and territories encompassing the eye, for example, the lacrimal (situating close to the organ that produces tears) framework and eyelids turned into a noteworthy specialization of prescription. Along these lines, what survived of the once EENT acronym for specialists practicing on clutters or malady of the head and neck territory is presently generally known as ENT, forgetting the eye specialization to the ophthalmologist.

Figure 2: Diagnosis and treatment for eye disorders by Ophthalmologists
ADVANCEMENTS IN OPHTHAMALOGY

What is known today as ophthalmology dates back to the Bronze Age. Initial written documentation regarding the eyes was recorded in 2250 B.C. Hammurabi, The king of Babylon, declared a series of laws with important instructions specifically directed to those who dared handle the eyes in a careless way. One entry reads: “If a man destroy the eye of another man, they shall destroy his eye.”

In Egypt, the Ebers papyrus going back to the year 1550 B.C. portrays every one of the sicknesses and medicinal medications that Egyptians knew about the time. They thought about conditions, for example, waterfalls, irritation, granulation and dacryocystitis. While there is no proof of medical procedure being performed around then, history proposes that the Egyptian cures worked, as Greek antiquarians noticed the lord of Persia looked for an ophthalmic suggestion from the ruler of Egypt.

Greek prescription was the same as whatever is left of the old time frame, which was tormented by superstitions, chants and powerful convictions, and further average advancement was ease back to come. However in the seventeenth century crafted by Celsus had point by point portrayals on the best way to perform framing for waterfalls. This method depended on the utilization of a sharp instrument, similar to a needle, where the eye is penetrated at the edge of the cornea, and the murky focal point is pushed down so light can enter the eye. At the point when the patient begun seeing shapes, the system ceased and the needle was evacuated. Framing was, and still is, an unsafe strategy.

Figure 3: Couching, a dangerous procedure for cataracts
Even though around 70% of patients end up losing their sight, it is still practiced in Asia and Africa today. Ophthalmologic progress slowed again during the Middle Ages. Roger Bacon, be that as it may, made a remarkable commitment to ophthalmology with his work, Opus Majus. This book contains points of interest in optical investigations, for example, the life structures of the eye thinking about light, separation, position and estimate, immediate and reflected vision, refraction, mirrors and focal points. The ophthalmoscope of the mid19th century is the thing that at last altered the clinical investigation of the eye. This instrument enables ophthalmologists to see inside the fundus of the eye as a feature of a normal eye examination. It is essential in deciding the wellbeing states of the retina, optic plate and vitreous amusingness. The ophthalmoscope and further research in the field of ophthalmology opened the window for a few eye specialists to subspecialize specifically ailments of the eye including waterfalls, glaucoma, oncologic specialization and the cornea.

**Otorhinolaryngology (ear, nose and throat surgery, ENT)**

Otorhinolaryngologists (also known as otolaryngologists or ear, nose and throat or ENT Surgeons) are surgical specialists who diagnose, evaluate and manage a wide range of diseases of the head and neck, including the ear, nose and throat regions. ENT surgeons often treat conditions that affect the senses such as hearing and balance disorders or smell and taste problems. They also treat patients with conditions that affect their voice, breathing and swallowing as well as those with head and neck tumours including the skull base and interface with the brain. ENT surgeons may treat people of all ages from newborn babies to elderly people. They see more children than most other surgeons, apart from paediatric surgeons. One of the attractions is that they treat a wide spectrum of ages and diseases.

**Figure 4: ENT surgical specialists performing diagnosis**

Chronic ear infection is an ear infection that does not heal. A recurring ear disease can act like a ceaseless ear contamination. This is otherwise called repeating intense otitis media. The space behind the eardrum (the center ear) is influenced by this contamination. The eustachian tube, a cylinder that channels liquid from the center ear, can wind up stopped and prompt a contamination. This development of liquid in the center ear pushes on the eardrum, causing torment. In the event that a contamination advances rapidly or is left untreated it can make the eardrum crack. Eustachian tubes in kids are littler and more even, so they can wind up stopped all the more effectively. This is one reason ear contaminations happen ofter in youngsters.
Latest advances in Otorhinolaryngology

a) New implantable portable amplifiers kill sound-related criticism and give better execution at high frequencies

b) Endoscopic stapling diverticulotomy is a protected treatment for most symptomatic pharyngeal pockets and has decreased the length of doctor's facility remain

c) Long term postoperative outcomes for practical endoscopic sinus medical procedure indicate abstract enhancement of side effects in many patients

d) Endoscopes embedded through the nose have decreased dismalness and doctor's facility remain for patients requiring orbital decompression, dacryocystorhinostomy, and conclusion of cerebrospinal liquid breaks.

e) Despite free access to listening devices in Britain, not exactly 50% of individuals who could profit have them

Surgery

Your doctor may recommend surgery for chronic ear infections that aren’t responding to treatment or are causing hearing problems. Hearing problems can be especially problematic in children. Hearing problems can cause speech and language problems at an important time in development. Your specialist may carefully embed a little cylinder through the eardrum to associate the center ear and the external ear. Embeddings ear tubes enables the liquid in the center ear to deplete, which can diminish the quantity of diseases and the seriousness of side effects. Ear tubes are typically set in the two ears. This strategy is known as a respective tympanostomy. To do this system, a specialist will make a minor opening in the eardrum (myringotomy). The liquid will be suctioned out of the ear, and a little cylinder will be embedded through the opening. Cylinders for the most part drop out without anyone else, around six to year and a half after they are embedded. You may need the cylinders carefully evacuated in the event that they don't drop out. Different sorts of medical procedure might be required if the disease has spread. There are little bones in the center ear that may end up contaminated. On the off chance that this occurs, medical procedure might be required to fix or supplant them. An unending ear contamination can likewise harm the eardrum. In the event that the eardrum isn't mending appropriately, you may require medical procedure to fix harm. Once in a while, the disease can spread to the mastoid bone, which is situated behind the ear. Medical procedure is required to get out the contamination on the off chance that it spreads to the mastoid bone. This is known as a mastoidectomy.

CONCLUSION

If you have a chronic ear infection, your doctor will prescribe antibiotics. These may be taken orally or (rarely) given intravenously if the infection is severe. Your doctor may suggest ear drops if you have a hole (perforation) in the eardrum. But you shouldn’t use some types of ear drops if your ear drum has a perforation. Your doctor may also recommend antibiotic ear drops or suggest using a diluted vinegar solution.
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